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GENITORTURERS Completes Work On 'Live In Sin'
DVD - Aug. 3, 2007

Florida-based "shock-rock" band GENITORTURERS,
featuring MORBID ANGEL frontman David "Evil D"
Vincent on bass, has completed editing its DVD, entitled
"Live in Sin", to be released this fall by MVD Visual.
More information will be made available soon.

GENITORTURERS will be holding auditions for a new
touring drummer beginning mid-August. Interested
persons should have a knowledge of the band's catalog
and

* Must have professional touring experience 
* Must be able to play to a click track both live and studio
* Must be over 21, healthy, in good physical shape,
possess a valid passport, fit the look and style of the band
and preferably be a non-smoker.

Please send your promotional materials, including a
10-minute video or DVD of your playing and live
performance abilities. Include your contact info, phone,
e-mail and or MySpace info. 

Send to:

Retribution Music
P.O. Box 8479
Tampa, Florida 33674

GENITORTURERS recently traveled to California to mix
part of its new CD in Hollywood at the Chop Shop by
producer Scott Humphrey (ROB ZOMBIE, MÖTLEY
CRÜE, METALLICA, TOMMY LEE, THE CULT, MONSTER
MAGNET). Additional mixing sessions took place in
Orlando with producer Dave Ogilvie and Veit Renn at
RMP studios. 

Dave Ogilvie has a long history with GENITORTURERS,
stepping in to mix their 1993 debut IRS Records release
"120 Days of Genitorture" and producing most of their
"Machine Love" CD, which included a cover of the
DIVINYLS' "I Touch Myself".

The majority of the album was recorded in the
GENITORTURERS' own Compound Studios with
additional drum tracking at Tampa's Redroom studios.
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To report any abusive, obscene, defamatory, racist,
homophobic or threatening comments, or anything that may
violate any applicable laws, please send an e-mail to
bmouth@bellatlantic.net with pertinent details. Anyone
posting such material will be immediately and permanently
banned. IP addresses are recorded to aid us in enforcing
these conditions.

COMMENT | Great band
posted by : Fire Face
8/3/2007 4:05:21 PM

Fond memories, devious as well. I'll check this out.

COMMENT | Great band, live especially
posted by : Dissident^
8/3/2007 11:17:37 PM

I'm gonna get this. EVIL D (Haha) makes me laugh. I
hope he carries some of that influences in MORBID
ANGEL as well, that'd be great.
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